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ABSTRACT: Based on 20-day control forecasts by the 9-km Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) at the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) for selected periods of summer and winter events, this study investigates global
distributions of gravity wave momentum fluxes resolved by the highest-resolution-ever global operational numerical weather
prediction model. Two supplementary datasets, including 18-km ECMWF IFS experiments and the 30-km ERA5, are included
for comparison. In the stratosphere, there is a clear dominance of westward momentum fluxes over the winter extratropics with
strong baroclinic instability, while eastward momentum fluxes are found in the summer tropics. However, meridional momen-
tum fluxes, locally as important as the above zonal counterpart, show different behaviors of global distribution characteristics,
with northward and southward momentum fluxes alternating with each other especially at lower altitudes. Both events illustrate
conclusive evidence that stronger stratospheric fluxes are found in the ECMWF forecast with finer resolution, and that ERA5
datasets have the weakest signals in general, regardless of whether regridding is applied. In the troposphere, probability distribu-
tions of vertical motion perturbations are highly asymmetric with more strong positive signals especially over latitudes covering
heavy rainfall, likely caused by convective forcing. With the aid of precipitation accumulation, a simple filtering method is pro-
posed in an attempt to eliminate those tropospheric asymmetries by convective forcing, before calculating tropospheric wave-in-
duced fluxes. Furthermore, this research demonstrates promising findings that the proposed filtering method could help in
reducing the potential uncertainties with respect to estimating tropospheric wave-induced fluxes. Finally, absolute momentum
flux distributions with proposed approaches are presented, for further assessment in the future.
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1. Introduction

The signals and the life cycles of atmospheric gravity waves
have been documented in many studies, using observations

(Wang and Geller 2003; Plougonven et al. 2003; Gong et al.
2012; Zhang et al. 2015), numerical investigations of observed
cases (Zhang et al. 2013; Qian et al. 2020), and idealized simu-
lations (Zhang 2004; Wang et al. 2009; Wei and Zhang 2014,
2015; Wei et al. 2016). It is well established that gravity waves
play a key role in atmospheric dynamics on various spatial and
temporal scales. For instance, gravity waves can trigger and
modulate tropospheric weather (Zhang et al. 2001; Lane
and Zhang 2011; Du et al. 2021; Ruppert et al. 2022) and
clear-air turbulence (Shapiro 1980; Lane et al. 2004; Koch
et al. 2005). Furthermore, gravity waves can contribute
significantly to building the atmospheric energy spectra
(Callies et al. 2014; Bierdel et al. 2016; Sun et al. 2017), and
they are also found to likely link small-scale small-amplitude
initial errors to rapid upscale error growth and thus limit
mesoscale predictability (Zhang et al. 2007; Sun and Zhang
2016; Bierdel et al. 2018).
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Gravity waves also play an important role in the large-scale
circulation of the middle and upper atmosphere, as they can
travel long distances from their sources and transfer signifi-
cant amounts of momentum and energy to higher altitudes
(Holton and Lindzen 1972; Houghton 1978; Lindzen 1981;
Dunkerton and Butchart 1984; Andrews et al. 1987; Holton
et al. 1995; Richter et al. 2010; Limpasuvan et al. 2012; Butchart
2014). Nowadays, gravity wave parameterizations (e.g., Lott
and Miller 1997; Alexander and Dunkerton 1999; Warner and
McIntyre 2001) are needed in most global numerical weather
prediction (NWP) models to represent their impacts on the
large-scale flows (Fritts and Alexander 2003; Kim et al. 2003),
since the resolution required to resolve the full gravity wave
spectrum is orders of magnitude higher than what is applied in
many current atmospheric general circulation models (GCMs).
However, due to gaps in its physical understanding together
with the need for computational efficiency, existing parameteri-
zation schemes still use many oversimplifications and tunable
parameters (Haynes 2005; Richter et al. 2010; Wei et al. 2019;
Plougonven et al. 2020), including the gravity wave source
specification (Alexander et al. 2010), the assumption of instan-
taneous gravity wave propagation (Bölöni et al. 2016) and one-
dimensional vertical propagation (Ribstein et al. 2015), the ne-
glect of secondary wave generation (Becker and Vadas 2018;
Wilhelm et al. 2018), and gravity wave intermittency (de la
Cámara et al. 2014; Minamihara et al. 2020).

With developments in computational technology and NWP
(Bauer et al. 2015, 2021), one important source to better un-
derstand gravity wave dynamics and its global impact is the
high-resolution GCM, because an important range of the
gravity wave spectrum can be considered as resolved. It has
been demonstrated by many studies that realistic features of
gravity waves and/or large-scale circulations could be reproduced
in some high-resolution GCMs, such as the WACCM-SE model
with a horizontal resolution of ∼0.258 and a model top at
∼145-km altitude (Liu et al. 2014), the Kanto model with a
0.568 horizontal resolution and a model top at 85-km altitude
(Watanabe et al. 2008), and the CAM5 (Neale et al. 2010) with
a grid of 0.2388 3 0.3188 and a model top at ∼40-km altitude
(Geller et al. 2013). In particular, by comparing absolute
zonal-mean gravity wave pseudo-momentum fluxes among
different datasets, Geller et al. (2013) also point out that
the observed behavior of decreasing fluxes toward the poles
is well captured by the high-resolution models such as
Kanto and CAM5, in contrast to the coarse-grid GCMs us-
ing non-orographic gravity wave parameterizations with de-
ficient source specification. Furthermore, global convection-
permitting models, such as the 7-km simulation of GOES-5
Nature Run (Holt et al. 2017), continue to demonstrate real-
istic global patterns in gravity wave characteristics com-
pared to the observations. Nonetheless, based on the first
intercomparison of resolved gravity wave pseudo-momentum
fluxes in various global convection-permitting simulations
(Stephan et al. 2019a), magnitudes of the fluxes differ sub-
stantially among experiments.

Arguably, the most advanced numerical weather prediction
model system is developed and operated at the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).

Many studies showed that the ECMWF (re)analyses (e.g.,
Jewtoukoff et al. 2015; Gupta et al. 2021) and/or forecasts
(e.g., Stephan et al. 2019a; Kaifler et al. 2020) could realisti-
cally capture the structure and amplitude of mesoscale gravity
waves, in comparison with field campaign observations such
as those from DEEPWAVE (Fritts et al. 2016), super-
pressure balloon observations (Jewtoukoff et al. 2015), satellite
observations (Yamashita et al. 2010; Shutts and Vosper 2011;
Hoffmann et al. 2017), lidar observations (Ehard et al. 2018;
Kaifler et al. 2020), and so on. The latest update of ECMWF
operational model to horizontal grid spacing of approximately
9 km allows even more detailed resolution of gravity wave me-
soscale structures, and thus is an excellent resource for investi-
gating the global distributions of the fluxes induced by the
resolved gravity waves (also read the ECMWF Technical
Memorandum by Polichtchouk et al. 2021). Using such un-
precedented high-resolution global models, the predictability
limit of midlatitude weather has recently been studied by
Zhang et al. (2019). However, that work did not address the
characteristics of the resolved gravity waves, especially in
comparison with the previous operational version at ∼18-km
horizontal grid spacing and the latest reanalysis datasets from
ECMWF. Furthermore, past studies on the global distribu-
tions of wave-induced fluxes by the high-resolution GCMs
were primarily focused on the stratosphere and/or the meso-
sphere, whereas the corresponding distributions in the tropo-
sphere have often been neglected. The reason for this
disproportionate and inadequate attention by the community,
which hinders a complete understanding of the characteristics
of wave-induced fluxes in the troposphere from which region
parameterized wave sources are launched in many opera-
tional global models (e.g., Plougonven et al. 2020), may be
partly due to 1) difficulties in obtaining the perturbations
induced by gravity waves instead of other processes at the
same or similar scale (e.g., moist processes highlighted
in Alexander et al. (2006); small-scale synoptic waves
highlighted in Wedi et al. 2020), and 2) the general lack of
suitable global observation datasets as ground-truth for
model validation.

The goals of the present study, complementary to Zhang
et al. (2019), are 1) to investigate the global distributions of
tropospheric and stratospheric gravity wave momentum fluxes
resolved by three different products from ECMWF based on
a selected flux calculation method, and 2) to identify the po-
tential uncertainties associated with the above calculated
fluxes especially in the troposphere and propose a simple fil-
tering method to statistically and effectively reduce the above
uncertainties from large datasets by high-resolution global
forecasts and/or analyses. A better understanding of the
global distributions of gravity wave momentum fluxes re-
solved in a state-of-the-art global NWP model will be of great
value to the community of gravity wave research in improving
the knowledge of gravity wave dynamics (Preusse et al. 2014;
Stephan et al. 2019a;Wedi et al. 2020), as well as in providing guid-
ance to parameterizations of gravity waves in coarser-resolution
global weather and climate models (Plougonven et al. 2020).
For example, characteristics of gravity waves resolved by the
ECMWF model have been previously documented in Preusse
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et al. (2014), based on its model version back in 2008. By inves-
tigating the temporal variability in the total hemispheric flux,
remarkable day-to-day variations of a factor of 3 are identified
in their work, being higher than what was reported from quasi-
hemispheric mesoscale modeling (Plougonven et al. 2013).

This article is arranged as follows. A brief introduction to the
data and method used for the work will be shown in section 2,
followed in section 3 by the analysis of gravity wave momentum
flux distribution in the stratosphere. Section 4 will present the
corresponding tropospheric results. This section will also iden-
tify the potential calculation errors which could be caused by
convective forcing. A simple tentative filtering method based on
the information of precipitation accumulation will be pro-
posed in an attempt to efficiently minimize those errors
in high-resolution global datasets. Furthermore, the global
distribution comparison based on two techniques with dif-
ferent formulas for the expression of the absolute momen-
tum flux will be explored in section 5, which demonstrates
promising and encouraging evidence that the above filtering
method could improve flux estimation in the troposphere.
Section 6 contains a summary.

2. Data and method

a. Global numerical simulations and reanalysis datasets

The data employed in this study directly come from
the 20-day control forecast by the 9-km operational model
IFS (IFS cycle 41R2; Wedi 2014; Malardel et al. 2016)
at ECMWF described in Zhang et al. (2019). This new
ECMWF IFS model implements a cubic octahedral reduced
Gaussian grid with spectral truncation denoted by Tco1279,
instead of the linear reduced Gaussian grid. The octahedral
grid is globally more uniform than the linear reduced Gaussian
grid. In the vertical, the ECMWF model has 137 levels and a
model top at 0.01 hPa. This resolution upgrade results in the
highest-resolution-ever global operational NWP model at the
time of the publication of Zhang et al. (2019). The physical
parameterizations (Orr et al. 2010) follow the operational
setup, with adopting orographic (Lott and Miller 1997) and
non-orographic (Scinocca 2003) gravity wave drag parameter-
izations, in addition to parameterizations of shallow, midlevel,
and deep convection (Bechtold et al. 2008). To prevent artifi-
cial wave reflection from the model top, the wavenumber-
dependent fourth-order diffusion is employed for a very weak
stratospheric sponge from 10 hPa. These 9-km ECMWF ex-
periments also include two additional sponge layers, including
a very strong mesospheric sponge for the divergence from
1 hPa to the model top and a sponge at the top three levels
for the vorticity.

Two supplementary datasets are adopted for comparison,
including the corresponding 18-km forecasts by the previous
version of the operational model IFS at ECMWF and the
30-km reanalysis datasets by ERA5. Note that the 18-km
ECMWF IFS experiments (IFS cycle 41R2, Tco639) have a
model formulation the same as that of the 9-km ECMWF
IFS experiments, except for the resolution. Also, the 30-km
ERA5 global dataset (Hersbach et al. 2020) can be found on

the official website of ECMWF at https://www.ecmwf.int/en/
forecasts/datasets/reanalysis-datasets/era5.

b. Two event periods studied by Zhang et al. (2019) and
the current research

Two event periods in boreal winter and summer were cho-
sen and studied by Zhang et al. (2019), and both of them will
be analyzed in the current research. The selection of those
two events is somewhat subjective but with the intent to rep-
resent the typical midlatitude predictability while covering
two recent hazardous regional weather events, including a
wintertime strong cold-surge event affecting northern Europe
in early January 2016 and a summertime historic rainfall-
flooding event in China during July 2016. For simplicity,
they are hereafter referred to as winter case and summer
case, respectively. Note that the winter case, covering an in-
teresting period with extensive gravity wave literature based
on measurements (Bramberger et al. 2018; Dörnbrack et al.
2018; Ehard et al. 2018; Bossert et al. 2020) and analyses/
forecasts (Dörnbrack et al. 2018; Dörnbrack 2021), also cor-
responds to an extreme El Niño period (Blunden and Arndt
2016), as well as the coldest and strongest Arctic polar vor-
tex for almost 70 years (Matthias et al. 2016). The 9-km
ECMWF IFS experiments are initialized from the operational
analysis by ECMWF and integrated forward for 20 days cover-
ing 0000 UTC 25 December 2015–0000 UTC 14 January 2016
and 0000 UTC 25 June–0000 UTC 15 July 2016, respectively.
The instantaneous output at 0000 and 1200 UTC during the
above periods are saved for all the computations in the current
study, while the first 48 h are excluded to allow for enough
spinup time (Stephan et al. 2019a).

To illustrate the meteorological situation for both cases
by the 9-km ECMWF IFS experiments, global distributions
of the mean 12-h precipitation accumulation are shown in
Fig. 1. The precipitation is active and widespread through-
out the tropics, especially over the ocean. Strong convective
signals are recorded over the midlatitude ocean of the
Northern Hemisphere in the winter case, while the simula-
tions have successfully captured the heavy rainfall peaks over
Asia in the summer case. Note that neither case has apparent
severe weather outbreaks reported in the midlatitude atmosphere
of the Southern Hemisphere (Zhang et al. 2019), although the
midlatitude convective zone during the austral wintertime
(Fig. 1b) is more widespread than that during the austral sum-
mertime (Fig. 1a).

c. Six representative altitudes from troposphere and
stratosphere in the current research

A total of six representative altitudes are selected in the
current study to examine the resolved gravity waves from the
troposphere and the stratosphere, including the vertical levels
at 500, 300, 200, 100, 50, and 10 hPa. To facilitate effective
discussions in the present article, the lower three layers are
classified into the category of the troposphere, while the up-
per three layers are grouped together under stratosphere.
Here, the altitude at 100 hPa is still loosely categorized into
the stratosphere even though it is close to the tropopause
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over the tropics. In addition, caution should be taken for the
wave analysis at 10 hPa, as it lies at the bottom of the weak
stratospheric sponge prescribed in the model. Figure 2
shows the global distributions of the mean zonal wind at the
above six representative altitudes from the troposphere and
the stratosphere. Compared with the summer hemisphere,
the background field of the middle latitudes in the winter
hemisphere is characterized by the westerlies that are much
stronger and more consistent from the troposphere to the
stratosphere, with remarkable enhancements around 200
and 10 hPa (especially in the winter case). In contrast, the
tropical background flow is distinguishable by a much weaker
wind signal in the troposphere, with an easterly phase of the
stratospheric quasi-biennial oscillation (e.g., Lu et al. 2020)
especially identifiable at 10 hPa.

d. The selected method of obtaining resolved gravity
wave momentum fluxes from global datasets

An exact calculation of the vertical flux of zonal and merid-
ional momentum (i.e., r0u

′w′ and r0y ′w′ , respectively) by the
resolved gravity waves usually requires high-frequency model
output (on the order of 10 min or less) for spectral analysis of
the wind field in space and time, as explained in Stephan et al.
(2019a). However, due to the limitation of data availability,
this is not always feasible when processing such large datasets
from high-resolution GCMs. Instead in many studies (e.g.,
Geller et al. 2013; Holt et al. 2017; Stephan et al. 2019a; Chun
et al. 2019), the computations of the resolved wave-induced
fluxes have been performed individually for each available in-
stantaneous model output. To achieve this, two important
procedures need to be clarified and discussed in the following
paragraphs.

The first procedure is to extract the resolved gravity wave per-
turbations at each single time step. Here, it is often assumed that
a given variable can be expanded into a steady or slowly varying
large-scale background state and a perturbation presumably

induced by gravity wave at a shorter scale in time and space
(e.g., u5 u 1 u′ for the zonal velocity component). There are at
least two major approaches to quantify the gravity wave per-
turbations (also refer to Mirzaei et al. 2017 on this topic)
based on the two-dimensional and/or three-dimensional
datasets in space (e.g., Lehmann et al. 2012), including a dy-
namical approach which often attempts to link the wave diag-
nostics with a certain balance relation and/or dynamical
constraint (e.g., Hien et al. 2018) and a statistical approach
which typically applies a spectral filtering or a spatial smooth-
ing to retrieve the gravity wave signals based on the scale sepa-
ration assumption between the background state and the
perturbation (e.g., Wei et al. 2016).

The second procedure concerns the evaluation of the inter-
action terms between wave perturbations, which in this case
refer to the interactions of zonal and meridional wind pertur-
bations, respectively, with the vertical wind perturbation (i.e.,
u′w′ and y ′w′ ). Here, the overlines above the products of the
perturbations indicate a spatial average which is usually over
one or a small number of wavelength(s), assuming the wave is
locally monochromatic. Note that a pure pointwise computation
for the above quadratic quantities without the procedure of the
above overlines is not physically meaningful. In this regard, it is
useful in practice to utilize low-pass filtering or areal smoothing
(e.g., Kruse and Smith 2015), and some studies even define the
overlines simply as the zonal mean (e.g., Sato et al. 2018), in
order to investigate the wave impacts from a global perspective.

An extensive survey, with details shown in the appendix,
has been conducted to investigate the sensitivities of the resolved
flux calculations to different available choices, before finalizing
the procedures for obtaining momentum fluxes in the current
study, which are in the end performed in a hybrid manner of
both dynamical approach and statistical approach. First, in order
to better focus on the unbalanced gravity wave dynamics, the di-
vergent components of the winds (e.g., uDIV) are extracted by
the Helmholtz decomposition technique, before any spatial

FIG. 1. The global distributions of the 20-day mean 12-h precipitation accumulation (unit: m) averaged for (a) the
winter case and (b) the summer case. The calculations are based on the 20-day control forecast by the 9-km
operational model Integrated Forecasting System (IFS; IFS cycle 41R2, Tco1279) at the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) described in Zhang et al. (2019). The abovementioned simula-
tion for the winter case is initialized at 0000 UTC 25 Dec 2015, while that for the summer case is initialized
at 0000 UTC 25 Jun 2016. The computations for the time averaging use the instantaneous output at 0000 and
1200 UTC of all available days.
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filtering/smoothing method is applied. Second, the overline
computation in the first procedure (i.e., retrieving the back-
ground state) is defined as the spectrally truncated retrieval
of total wavenumbers # 40 in the spherical harmonic ex-
pansion (e.g., u′ 5 uDIV 2 (uDIV)STl#40

; also read Wedi et al.
2020). Third, the overline computation in the second procedure
(i.e., the smoothing of the quadratic quantities) is defined as
the 58 3 58 latitude–longitude horizontal running average (e.g.,
u′w′ 5 (u′w′)Boxcar_Smth; also read Chun et al. 2019).

3. Stratospheric momentum flux distribution based on
the selected flux calculation method

Based on three different global datasets, Fig. 3 demon-
strates the global distributions of the net stratospheric

time-mean zonal momentum flux per unit volume averaged
for the winter case and the summer case, respectively. At
the altitude of 100 hPa, the 9-km ECMWF IFS model
(Figs. 3a,j) shows a clear dominance of negative momentum
fluxes (i.e., westward momentum fluxes) over the middle lat-
itudes, especially above the broad belt of midlatitude winter
storm tracks associated with strong baroclinic instability
and precipitation (e.g., Hendricks et al. 2014). Local en-
hancement of the westward momentum fluxes over the
mountainous areas (e.g., the Andes; also read Kruse et al.
2022) can also be identified over the middle latitudes for
both cases. In contrast, the intertropical convergence zone,
where tropospheric zonal wind is weak (Fig. 2), is character-
ized by positive (i.e., eastward) momentum fluxes. The
above general pattern with westward momentum fluxes in

FIG. 2. The global distributions of the 20-day mean zonal wind (unit: m s21) averaged for (a)–(f) the winter case and (g)–(l) the summer
case at the six selected altitudes from troposphere and stratosphere, including (a),(g) 500; (b),(h) 300; (c),(i) 200; (d),(j) 100; (e),(k) 50; and
(f),(l) 10 hPa. The calculations are based on the 20-day control forecast by the operational 9-km ECMWF IFS model (IFS cycle 41R2,
Tco1279) described in Zhang et al. (2019).
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FIG. 3. The global distributions of the 20-day mean zonal momentum flux per unit volume r0u
′w′ (unit: Pa) averaged for (a)–(i) the win-

ter case and (j)–(r) the summer case at the three selected altitudes from stratosphere, including (left) 100, (center) 50, and (right) 10 hPa.
Note that 100 hPa is loosely categorized into the group of the stratosphere in the current study. For comparison, three datasets with differ-
ent resolutions are used in the calculations, including (a)–(c),(j)–(l) the 20-day control forecast by the operational 9-km ECMWF IFS
model (IFS cycle 41R2, Tco1279) described in Zhang et al. (2019); (d)–(f),(m)–(o) that by the 18-km ECMWF IFS (IFS cycle 41R2,
Tco639); and (g)–(i),(p)–(r) the reanalysis datasets by the 30-km ERA5 (Hersbach et al. 2020).
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the winter extratropics and eastward momentum fluxes in the
summer tropics, also revealed by other references (e.g., Sato
et al. 2009; Chun et al. 2019), appears at all heights (Figs. 3b,k
for 50 hPa; Figs. 3c,3l for 10 hPa). However, due to the wave
filtering by background wind and/or the wave breaking associ-
ated with the decreasing density, those fluxes, especially the
lower-latitude parts of the negative signals, dramatically de-
crease with height. In comparison, a similar pattern can also
be found in the 18-km ECMWF IFS model (second row and
fifth row) and the 30-km ERA5 datasets (third row and sixth
row), although it is evident that the ECMWF datasets with
coarser resolution correspond to weaker signals of the strato-
spheric zonal momentum fluxes. Note that potential source
mechanisms of the gravity waves in the winter extratropics in-
clude mountains and non-orographic sources (e.g., moist jet–
front systems), while convection is commonly considered as the
primary source in the tropics.

The corresponding distribution of the net stratospheric
mean meridional momentum fluxes (Fig. 4) is quite different
from the zonal ones, especially at the lower altitude. For ex-
ample, for the winter case at 100 hPa, positive and negative
fluxes (i.e., northward and southward momentum fluxes) os-
cillate in longitude at almost all latitudes in all datasets. This
is also true for the summer case, except that the middle lati-
tudes of the winter hemisphere are distinguished by nega-
tive fluxes. Nonetheless, the above pattern at 100 hPa,
featured by the fluxes with no clear dominant sign, turns
into a more organized picture via filtering with height in-
creasing up to 10 hPa, at which tropical fluxes almost vanish
and only fluxes at middle and high latitudes are noticeable.
Note that in the winter case there is still a change in sign
over the high latitudes between North America and North
Atlantic. Besides, the resolved gravity wave fluxes also sug-
gest a tendency of meridional convergence into the winter
jet, a feature of lateral wave propagation highlighted by sev-
eral previous studies (e.g., Sato et al. 2009; Holt et al. 2017;
Stephan et al. 2019a; Hindley et al. 2020).

Figure 5 further compares the zonal means of net strato-
spheric zonal and meridional momentum fluxes among three
different datasets. Although similar in general behavior, the
zonal-mean profiles again demonstrate that the strongest sig-
nals can be found in the 9-km ECMWF IFS model with the
highest resolution. For the zonal momentum fluxes, the local
peak in the 9-km ECMWF IFS model can be stronger than
the 18-km ECMWF IFS model by a factor of approximately
5.8 (e.g., around 70S at 100 and 50 hPa in the summer case;
also read Kruse et al. 2022). For the meridional momentum
fluxes, the agreement between the 9-km ECMWF IFS model
and the 18-km ECMWF IFS model is noticeably better than
for the zonal fluxes. Although the sign of the meridional
fluxes varies along the meridional direction, those fluxes are
not negligible, since they can still be locally comparable to the
zonal counterpart. It is also interesting to point out the broad
pattern agreement with the recent satellite study from Hindley
et al. (2020) (our Fig. 5 versus their Figs. 1a,b), although there
is no apparent sign alternation with wintertime meridional
fluxes at their interested altitude in Northern Hemisphere
(e.g., around year 5 2016 in their Fig. 1d). Understandably,

the ERA5 datasets have the weakest signals over almost all
latitudes in both seasons. This should be due to 1) its coarse
resolution, and 2) the applied data assimilation method which
tends to filter out gravity waves significantly (e.g., Greybush
et al. 2011). Furthermore, by interpolating the global datasets
into the same horizontal grid, tests have been performed in or-
der to understand the effects of model resolution, which again
supports the above findings (details in appendix section e).

4. Tropospheric momentum flux distribution

a. Results based on the selected flux calculation method

The corresponding results in the troposphere are also stud-
ied based on the same flux calculation method. As an exam-
ple, the zonal-mean flux profiles in the troposphere are shown
in Fig. 6, which can be directly compared with Fig. 5 (i.e., the
stratospheric profiles). Whereas ECMWF forecasts in the
stratosphere tend to diverge from each other, the most
striking feature in the troposphere is their overall consis-
tency, except for the zonal momentum fluxes around 70S in
the summer case. Here, as also highlighted and discussed
in appendix section d, it should be kept in mind that the as-
sumption of the dominance by the upward-only gravity
wave propagation may not be valid in the troposphere.

Based on the 9-km ECMWF IFS model, Fig. 7 further com-
pares the global distributions of the mean absolute momentum
flux per unit volume (M) between troposphere and strato-
sphere. Here,M is calculated based on the following equation:

M 5

�����������������������������
r20[(u′w′ )2 1 (y ′w′ )2]

√
, (1)

where r0 is the background density, (u′, y ′, w′) is the vector
of wind perturbations. The global distribution of the absolute
momentum flux averaged over the selected periods (Fig. 7)
can well reproduce the predominant features from both zonal
and meridional fluxes (Figs. 3 and 4), including many impor-
tant hot spots of interest (e.g., the Andes).

b. Potential calculation errors in the troposphere

One important assumption for the above flux estimation is
that small-scale perturbations are induced by gravity waves.
However, calculation errors could be introduced if this pre-
mise is false. Take the 9-km ECMWF IFS model as an exam-
ple, Fig. 8 demonstrates the probability distributions of the
vertical motion perturbation in the troposphere, in order to
validate the interpretation of obtained signals as free waves.
Here, a notable asymmetry about zero is evident from the
higher probability of strong positive vertical motions especially
over latitudes covering heavy rainfall, such as summer tropics
and Asia in the summer case (Fig. 1). The 18-km ECMWF
IFS experiment replicates this salient characteristic in the tropo-
sphere (not shown), although such an asymmetric feature is
less pronounced, illustrating a sensitivity to resolution as-
sociated with the simulated convection (Powers 1997; Wei
and Zhang 2014). In another recent sensitivity investiga-
tion based on two 5-km global simulations with explicit and
parameterized convection, Stephan et al. (2019b) also
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the global distributions of the 20-day mean meridional momentum flux per unit volume r0y ′w′ (unit: Pa).
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FIG. 5. The meridional profiles of (a)–(c),(g)–(i) the 20-day mean zonal-mean zonal momentum flux per unit volume r0u
′w′ (unit: Pa)

and (d)–(f),(j)–(l) the 20-day mean zonal-mean meridional momentum flux per unit volume r0y ′w′ (unit: Pa) averaged for (a)–(f) the win-
ter case and (g)–(l) the summer case at the three selected altitudes from stratosphere, including (left) 100, (center) 50, and (right) 10 hPa.
Note that 100 hPa is loosely categorized into the group of the stratosphere in the current study. For comparison, three datasets with
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demonstrated stronger updrafts in the upper troposphere, espe-
cially in the explicit simulation associated with more frequent
heavy precipitation rates. Therefore, it is hypothesized that this
asymmetric behavior could be due to the convective forcing
rather than freely propagating gravity waves (see also Alexander
et al. 2006), resulting in potential wave-induced flux calculation
errors in the troposphere.

In contrast, the counterpart distribution in the stratosphere
(Fig. 9) is highly symmetrical around zero, which is consistent
with the basic assumption of freely propagating gravity waves.
Note that the probability distribution of vertical motion has
the widest spread at 10 hPa over the winter extratropics.

c. Filtered results based on a simple method proposed in
the current investigation

To examine the above hypothesis in greater details, a sim-
ple filtering method is proposed in an attempt to eliminate the
abovementioned asymmetry, with the aid of 12-h precipita-
tion accumulation. Take the 9-km ECMWF IFS model again
as an example, its original probability distributions (Fig. 8)
are filtered based on two methods with different criteria, de-
noted as C1 and C2, respectively. Here, following ideas
from Alexander et al. (2006), the C1 (C2) method neglects
tropospheric perturbations (e.g., u′, y ′, w′) at any grid box
with 12-h precipitation accumulation greater than 0.01
(0.001) m. To be more specific, the filtering procedure
from Alexander et al. (2006) uses a height-dependent mask,
applying |w′| , wmax(z) with an empirical profile wmax(z)
chosen to be just larger than the largest free-wave perturba-
tions at each height. Although justified in their study using
simulations of deep convection over a very limited area, the
above approach needs to be adapted to the high-resolution
GCMs in the current study, which cover a wide variety of moist
processes and background flows. Therefore, a simple solution
for this adaption is provided here for the global datasets.

The corresponding filtered results are given in Fig. 10.
Compared with Fig. 8 (first and third rows), the filtered dis-
tribution has become more symmetric with the additional
procedure based on the C1 method (first and the third rows
in Fig. 10). In particular, the asymmetric feature is reduced
considerably at altitudes of 500 and 300 hPa, while the dis-
tribution at 200 hPa reaches an arguably acceptable symme-
try. When further constraining the original distribution
based on the C2 method with a lower threshold value associ-
ated with moisture, a high symmetry can be produced at all
the above altitudes (second and fourth rows in Fig. 10), al-
though the likelihood of over-filtering would increase in this
case. The above analysis confirms the important role of
moist processes in forcing strong updrafts with much higher
frequency and ultimately forming the asymmetry in the tro-
posphere. In addition, sensitivity tests have also been

performed based on precipitation accumulation with shorter
hours, as a mean to verify the validity of the proposed prop-
osition. By proportionally scaling the threshold values in
a similar way to the C1 and C2 methods, many important
features in Fig. 10 can be reproduced. In sum, although
the proposed approach is tentative, the current study shows
promising and encouraging potential for adoption of informa-
tion about moist processes such as precipitation accumulation
to improve the accuracy of capturing the tropospheric-wave-
induced perturbations.

The above findings provide considerable motivation for re-
visiting the tropospheric fluxes shown in Fig. 7. Figure 11
demonstrates the global distributions of the ratio between the
filtered absolute momentum flux and the unfiltered one in
Fig. 7. Despite the dominance of values close to one, the ratio
distribution based on the C1 method (first and the third rows
in Fig. 11) reveals several interesting spots with small values
indicating a remarkable reduction in the filtered flux (e.g.,
South America in the winter case and Asia in the summer
case), which are all traceable in the global map of the aver-
aged 12-h precipitation accumulation (Fig. 1). Furthermore,
the application of the C2 method (second and the fourth rows
in Fig. 11) leads to much wider areas of low ratios expanded
from the above spots. This large separation between two dif-
ferent calculations with and without the filtering method
again supports the necessity of reducing the corresponding
potential errors due to the convective forcing.

5. Comparison of absolute momentum flux between two
different formulas

To further verify the reliability of the calculated absolute
momentum flux per unit volume (M), this section compares
its global distributions between two different approaches. The
first approach, hereafter referred to as ORI, is calculated
based on its original definition with the information of wind
perturbations, the formula of which has been shown in Eq. (1).
Here, M can be related to the absolute pseudo-momentum
flux per unit volume (PM) in the below manner (Fritts and
Alexander 2003; also read Wei et al. 2019 on the important
role of M in gravity wave parameterization):

PM 5 M 1 2
f 2

V2

( )
, (2)

where f is the Coriolis parameter and V is the intrinsic fre-
quency. Following the ideas from Geller et al. (2013) on
Eq. (2), the formula for M in the second approach, named
the wind and temperature quadratics method (WTQ; also read
Stephan et al. 2019a; Strube et al. 2021), can be obtained based on
linear theory using the polarization relations for monochromatic

←−
different resolutions are used in the calculations, including the 20-day control forecast by the operational 9-km ECMWF IFS model (IFS
cycle 41R2, Tco1279) described in Zhang et al. (2019) (black line), that by the 18-km ECMWF IFS (IFS cycle 41R2, Tco639) (blue line),
and the reanalysis datasets by the 30-km ERA5 (red line) (Hersbach et al. 2020).
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for the three selected altitudes from troposphere, including (left) 500, (center) 300, and (right) 200 hPa.
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gravity wave, which is shown as follows with the information of
wind and temperature quadratics:

M 5

������������������������������������������
r20w

′w′ (u′u′ 1 y ′y ′ ) 1 1
f 2

V2

( )21
√

, (3)

where f 2/V2 5 ( fg/N2)2[(T′/T0)2 / (w′w′)]. While ORI and
WTQ should be identical for linear monochromatic gravity
wave in theory, the equality is not self-evident in the current
calculation approach or in other similar method, given that
computation by ORI can result in gross underestimation (as
also explained in Geller et al. 2013), due to cancellation of
waves propagating toward opposite directions (i.e., east ver-
sus west and/or north versus south) in the overbar procedure
for the averaging/smoothing step. In other words, in general it

is expected that WTQ . ORI, unless u′w′ and y ′w′ averaged
within the overbar are both mono-signed. Nonetheless, questions
still remain about their quantitative comparison in both the tro-
posphere and the stratosphere.

On one hand, to investigate the above comparison in the
troposphere, Fig. 12 illustrates the global distributions for
the ratio of M between the WTQ approach and the ORI
approach in both selected periods, using the filtering meth-
ods with criteria introduced in section 4c. For the ratio distribu-
tion based on the C1 method (first and the third rows in Fig. 12),
areas with high ratios, revealing a large separation between those
two approaches with WTQ being much greater than ORI, can
be identified over the tropics. Interestingly, the application
of the C2 method (second and the fourth rows in Fig. 12)
results in a remarkable reduction of those high ratios. This

FIG. 7. The global distributions of the 20-day mean absolute momentum flux per unit volume (unit: Pa) averaged for (a)–(f) the winter
case and (g)–(l) the summer case at the six selected altitudes from the troposphere and stratosphere, including (a),(g) 500; (b),(h) 300;
(c),(i) 200; (d),(j) 100; (e),(k) 50; and (f),(l) 10 hPa. The calculations are based on the 20-day control forecast by the operational 9-km
ECMWF IFS model (IFS cycle 41R2, Tco1279) described in Zhang et al. (2019).
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finding, in addition to its comparison with the unfiltered ra-
tio map in the troposphere (not shown), again suggests
that the filtering methods could help to eliminate the po-
tential small-scale perturbations due to convective forcing,
better highlighting linear monochromatic gravity wave sig-
nals. Furthermore, it is also implied by Fig. 12 that sources
like convection in the tropics, with clear signals indicating
WTQ . ORI, tend to generate waves propagating in all di-
rections [which lead to gross underestimation by the ORI
approach, as explained in Geller et al. (2013)], in contrast
to other sources (e.g., topography and jet–front systems) in
the middle latitudes. In addition, non-monochromatic
waves with different ranges of frequencies, creating cross
terms that may not be negligible in the tropics, could also
bring about the separation between WTQ and ORI.

On the other hand, in comparison with the above discus-
sion on the troposphere, Fig. 13 demonstrates the corre-
sponding stratospheric ratio map without using any filtering
method. Unlike in the troposphere, this stratospheric ratio
map is more dominated by values much closer to one, with
relatively limited areas of values over three. Nonetheless, it
is still in general expected that WTQ . ORI, as confirmed
and quantified in Figs. 12 and 13. Besides, as shown in
Koshyk and Hamilton (2001) and Callies et al. (2016) and
reemphasized in Stephan et al. (2019a), the spectral separa-
tion between wave motion and geostrophic motion is rather
distinct in the stratosphere, especially compared with the
troposphere. Therefore, the current calculation for the

wave-induced fluxes, despite a lack of any filtering method,
is justified in the stratosphere.

6. Discussion and conclusions

Consistent with the previous studies (e.g., Chun et al. 2019;
Hindley et al. 2020), stratospheric momentum fluxes resolved
by the 9-km ECMWF IFS model are characterized by 1) west-
ward fluxes in the winter extratropics, 2) eastward fluxes in
the summer tropics, and 3) meridional convergence into the
winter jet. Note that such a dominance of the above westward
fluxes is consistent with Wei et al. (2016) based on an ensem-
ble of high-resolution idealized moist baroclinic jet–front sys-
tems. Also, this investigation resembles other studies based
on the global convection-permitting models (e.g., Holt et al.
2017; Stephan et al. 2019a), such as the locally enhanced grav-
ity wave activity signals near the southern tip of the Andes
and near the Antarctic Peninsula during the austral winter. In
contrast, the corresponding stratospheric mean meridional
momentum fluxes, which can be locally as important as the
above zonal counterpart, show different behaviors of global
distribution characteristics, with northward and southward
momentum fluxes alternating with each other especially at the
lower altitude. This banding could be related to bands of grav-
ity wave sources from which the waves propagate north and
south on either side of the source band, in addition to the
effects by the background during propagation (e.g., Fig. 2).
The above general patterns from the zonal and meridional
momentum fluxes, as well as their dramatically weakening

FIG. 8. The probability distributions of the vertical motion perturbation for (a)–(c) the winter case and (d)–(f) the summer case at the
three selected altitudes from troposphere, including (left) 500, (center) 300, and (right) 200 hPa. The calculations are based on the 20-day
control forecast by the operational 9-km ECMWF IFS model (IFS cycle 41R2, Tco1279) described in Zhang et al. (2019).
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signals with height, can also be found in the 18-km ECMWF
IFS model and the 30-km ERA5 datasets. However, both
events illustrate conclusive evidence that the ECMWF data-
sets with coarser resolution correspond to weaker signals of the
stratospheric momentum fluxes in general, regardless of whether
regridding is applied (also read appendix section e). Nonethe-
less, ERA5 has been an important source for climatological
studies of gravity waves over many years.

In contrast to the stratosphere, the tropospheric small-scale
perturbations can be relatively noisy for gravity wave analysis,
due to convective forcing (Alexander et al. 2006). Therefore,
a simple filtering method, which neglects the tropospheric
short-scale perturbation at any model grid box with 12-h pre-
cipitation accumulation greater than a chosen threshold value,
is proposed in an attempt to efficiently minimize such errors
in high-resolution global datasets. It can be shown that the fil-
tered distribution has become more symmetric with the addi-
tional proposed procedure. In addition, the application of the
filtering method could lead to a remarkable reduction of the
tropospheric absolute momentum flux estimations, further
supporting the necessity of reducing the corresponding errors
due to convective forcing.

This paper also demonstrates the comparison of the esti-
mated absolute momentum flux between two different for-
mulas, which should be, in theory, identical for linear
monochromatic gravity waves with mono-signed fluxes. In
the troposphere, areas associated with large separations be-
tween those two approaches can be identified. Interestingly,
the application of the filtering method results in a remark-
able reduction of those separations, suggesting again that
the filtering method could help to eliminate uncertainties

due to convective forcing, better highlighting linear mono-
chromatic gravity wave signals. In the stratosphere, the
WTQ approach is more similar to the ORI approach. A
probable explanation for this transition behavior is that the
zonal wind shear in the stratosphere tends to selectively re-
move eastward- or westward-propagating gravity waves,
consequently leading to much less cancellation of positive/
negative fluxes for the u′w′ term. In comparison, the meridi-
onal wind shear is likely to be relatively small or more ran-
dom, so the north–south cancellation might remain similar
in the stratosphere as it is in the troposphere. Nonetheless,
it is still in general expected that WTQ . ORI, as confirmed
and quantified in both troposphere and stratosphere. Fur-
thermore, note that Stephan et al. (2019a) also found a very
good qualitative agreement for the computation of the
stratospheric fluxes between two very different methods
(i.e., their S3D approach, which is based on only the temper-
ature field and focuses on the dominant wave versus their
WTQ approach which is based on temperatures and three-
dimensional winds).

To conclude the current study, an update to Fig. 7 for the
computation of absolute gravity wave momentum flux is pro-
duced in Fig. 14 as a finale to this paper, with two upgraded
modifications. First, in order to avoid the gross underestima-
tion by the ORI approach in both troposphere and strato-
sphere (Geller et al. 2013), the WTQ approach is adopted.
Second, in an attempt to eliminate the short-scale perturba-
tions by convective forcing (Alexander et al. 2006), the C1 fil-
tering method, which has already resulted in a relatively
reasonable feature of symmetry in the probability distribu-
tion, is applied for the computation of tropospheric fluxes.

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but at the three selected altitudes from stratosphere, including (left) 100, (center) 50, and (right) 10 hPa.
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Note that the likelihood of over-filtering would increase when
using the C2 method, in contrast to the C1 method. Overall,
fluxes in Fig. 14 are notably stronger than those in Fig. 7, due
to the first modification. After using the divergent wind

component and the C1 filtering method, the vertical variations
of the tropospheric signals are effectively weakened (also
read appendix section d), especially compared with the ten-
dency of continuously decreasing fluxes in the stratosphere.

FIG. 10. The corrected probability distributions of the vertical motion perturbation along the meridional direction for (a)–(f) the winter
case and (g)–(l) the summer case at the three selected altitudes from the troposphere, including (left) 500, (center) 300, and (right) 200 hPa.
This plot compares two correction methods for eliminating the tropospheric vertical motion perturbation potentially by the convective
forcing based on the 12-h precipitation accumulation, including (a)–(c),(g)–(i) the C1 method and (d)–(f),(j)–(l) the C2 method described in
section 4c. The calculations are based on the 20-day control forecast by the operational 9-km ECMWF IFS model (IFS cycle 41R2,
Tco1279) described in Zhang et al. (2019).
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Compared with the parameterization study in Bushell et al.
(2015; e.g., their Fig. 13), a broad consistency can be identi-
fied at the lower stratosphere, but fluxes reduce more dra-
matically toward the middle stratosphere in the 9-km
experiments (also read Fig. 3 in Geller et al. 2013). Further-
more, noticeable fluxes are still sustained at high latitudes
near the poles in the troposphere, in contrast to the strato-
sphere (also read Fig. 2 in Geller et al. 2013). Those findings,
including their corresponding zonal-mean distributions in
Fig. S11 in the online supplemental material, are worth fur-
ther assessment in the future, with collaborative efforts from
modeling and observations.

There are several limitations that need to be clarified in
the current paper. First, questions remain about its accuracy
in terms of capturing the tropospheric wave-induced pertur-
bations, as well as how to determine the threshold values
under different flow regimes with varying moist conditions.
This could be verified in the future project, based on the
high-resolution idealized simulations (e.g., experiments of
moist baroclinic jet–front systems and/or localized convec-
tion; Wei and Zhang 2014; Sun et al. 2017) with model
output at much higher temporal frequencies. Second, a com-
prehensive survey on the sensitivities of the resolved flux
calculations to different choices among numerous existing

FIG. 11. The global distributions of the ratio (unitless) between two different calculations of the 20-day mean absolute momentum flux
per unit volume with and without the correction method for (a)–(f) the winter case and (g)–(l) the summer case at the three selected alti-
tudes from troposphere, including (left) 500, (center) 300, and (right) 200 hPa. This plot compares two correction methods for eliminating
the tropospheric perturbations potentially by the convective forcing based on the 12-h precipitation accumulation, including (a)–(c),(g)–(i) the
C1 method and (d)–(f),(j)–(l) the C2 method described in section 4c. The calculations are based on the 20-day control forecast by the
operational 9-km ECMWF IFS model (IFS cycle 41R2, Tco1279) described in Zhang et al. (2019).
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methods (e.g., Žagar et al. 2015b, 2017; Stephan et al.
2019a,b, 2020; articles introduced in section 2d) is also
worth conducting. Third, studies have suggested that the
resolved gravity wave momentum fluxes can continue to in-
crease if the horizontal resolution in the ECMWF IFS
model is further increased from 9 km (e.g., Stephan et al.
2019a; Wedi et al. 2020; Polichtchouk et al. 2022). There-
fore, evaluations are needed to better understand the sen-
sitivity to the enhanced model resolution, especially in
view of validating the simulated gravity waves compared
with the most advanced measurements, cutting-edge pa-
rameterizations, and other state-of-the-art high-resolution
GCMs (e.g., Geller et al. 2013).

Nonetheless, many interesting results from this study (e.g.,
Figs. 14 and S11) offer potential to gain a deeper understanding
on gravity wave dynamics and its global impact. Those promis-
ing and encouraging findings provide considerable motivation
for our next steps on this research topic.
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APPENDIX

Additional Details on Gravity Wave Momentum Flux
Computation

In the current study, the computations of the resolved
wave-induced fluxes have been performed individually for
each available instantaneous model output as many other
studies (e.g., Geller et al. 2013; Holt et al. 2017; Stephan
et al. 2019a; Chun et al. 2019). A brief introduction to
the computation method used for this work is shown in

section 2. In this appendix, additional details on gravity
wave momentum flux computation are documented.

a. Decomposition of the winds into rotational and
divergent components

In the current study, the divergent components of the
winds (also read Žagar et al. 2015a; Bierdel et al. 2016; Sun
et al. 2017) are extracted by the Helmholtz decomposition
technique, before any spatial filtering/smoothing method is
applied. To investigate the sensitivity of the flux estimations
to this particular procedure, Figs. S1 and S2 demonstrate
the comparison of absolute momentum fluxes between us-
ing the full winds (i.e., the sum of rotational and divergent
components) and using only the divergent wind components
for the winter case and the summer case, respectively. In
the stratosphere, the flux distributions based on the full
winds are essentially identical to those based on the diver-
gent wind components (the second and the fourth rows in
Figs. S1 and S2). However, the tropospheric fluxes with us-
ing the full winds are noticeably stronger than those with
using only the divergent wind components (the first row
versus the third row in Figs. S1 and S2). Furthermore, the
abovementioned tropospheric differences are also identi-
fied in other datasets used in the current work (not
shown), regardless of whether regridding is applied (also
read appendix section e). Therefore, in order to better fo-
cus on the unbalanced gravity wave dynamics, all the re-
sults on the flux estimations in this article are obtained
with using only the divergent wind components in both
stratosphere and troposphere, so that the balanced compo-
nents of winds are largely eliminated.

FIG. 13. The global distributions of the ratio (unitless) between two different calculations of the 20-day mean absolute momentum flux
per unit volume based on the WTQ approach and based on the ORI approach for (a)–(c) the winter case and (d)–(f) the summer case at
the three selected altitudes from stratosphere, including (left) 100, (center) 50, and (right) 10 hPa. Note that 100 hPa is loosely categorized
into the group of the stratosphere in the current study. The calculations are based on the 20-day control forecast by the operational 9-km
ECMWF IFS model (IFS cycle 41R2, Tco1279) described in Zhang et al. (2019).
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b. Methodology to retrieve the large-scale background
flows and the short-scale perturbations

As discussed in section 4b, there are two important steps
that require the computation for the overline, and the first
step is to retrieve the large-scale background flows (e.g., u)
and the short-scale perturbations (e.g., u′ 5 u2 u). This part
of the appendix compares three commonly used approaches
in the global datasets for this particular first step, which are
described as below.

(i) The computation for the overline is defined as the 58 3 58
latitude–longitude horizontal running average. This method
follows the main ideas of the literature from Kim and Chun
(2010), Kim et al. (2012), Chun et al. (2019), and so on.

(ii) The computation for the overline is defined as the zonal
retrieval of all zonal wavenumbers equal to or less than

72 at each available latitude. This method follows the
main ideas of the literature from Stephan et al. (2019a),
Gupta et al. (2021), and so on. Note that cutoff wave-
numbers 12 and 20 are used in those two articles,
respectively.

(iii) The computation for the overline is defined as the spec-
trally truncated retrieval of total wavenumbers equal to or
less than 40 in the spherical harmonic expansion. This
method follows the main ideas of the literature from Geller
et al. (2013), Wedi et al. (2020), and so on.

An extensive survey has been conducted to investigate the
sensitivities of the resolved flux calculations to different avail-
able choices, before the third approach is adopted as the meth-
odology to retrieve the large-scale background flows. Based on
the current survey on the comparison among the above three
approaches, the salient features of the extracted short-scale

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 7, but for the following two aspects. First, the WTQ method is applied for the computation of absolute momentum
flux per unit volume (unit: Pa), instead of the ORI method. Second, the C1 filtering approach is applied for the computation of tropo-
spheric fluxes. The corresponding zonal-mean results are shown in Fig. S11.
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perturbations and the resulting fluxes are broadly consistent
with each other, which confirms that the main conclusion
should be insensitive to the choice among the above three
background retrieval methodologies. With that being said,
very minor differences of the calculated resolved fluxes can
still be identified (e.g., regions near the poles), especially
with the third method exhibiting the strongest signal in gen-
eral. This discrepancy, as exemplified by the comparison be-
tween Fig. 3 and Fig. S3, should be expected, since the first
two approaches tend to filter much smaller zonal wave-
lengths at higher latitudes than at lower latitudes. There-
fore, the third approach is employed for the first step of the
overline computation, due to its superiority in processing
signals over high latitudes. In addition to that, we have also
further investigated the sensitivities of the flux estimations
to changing the selected cutoff wavenumbers by 64, which
in the end do not affect the main results.

c. Methodology to obtain the smoothing of the
quadratic quantities

As discussed in section 4b, there are two important steps
that require the computation for the overline, and the sec-
ond step is to obtain the smoothing of the quadratic quanti-
ties (e.g., from u′w′ to u′w′ ). Following the previous part of
the appendix, this part further compares the three com-
monly used approaches in the global datasets, for this par-
ticular second step.

Many major conclusions are, once again, consistent with
each other among the three approaches introduced in the
previous part. For example, all the approaches continue to
show that stronger fluxes are found in the ECMWF forecast
with finer resolution, and that ERA5 datasets have the
weakest signals in general. This is still the case even after
interpolating all the datasets into the same horizontal grid
(also read appendix section e). However, there is one notable
issue in the spatial filter with a specific cutoff wavenumber
(i.e., the second and the third approaches), when computing
the smoothing of the quadratic quantities. As exemplified in
Fig. S4, spurious ripple patterns in the flux distributions can
be identified in the Southern Hemisphere. Those issues are
commonly seen from the field with sharp and narrow edges
(which is often the case in the lower stratosphere and in the
troposphere), as they tend to affect a wide range of wave-
number spectrum. Based on the above findings, the first ap-
proach is employed for the second step of the overline com-
putation, despite the fact that many major results (e.g., the
comparison of zonally averaged directional fluxes among var-
ious datasets) are consistent with each other among different
approaches.

d. Vertical variations of the tropospheric flux distribution
with different approaches

To investigate the vertical variation of the flux distribu-
tion with different approaches, Figs. S5 and S6 compare the
tropospheric results among (i) using full winds, (ii) using
only the divergent wind components, (iii) using the diver-
gent wind component and the C1 filtering method, and (iv)

using the divergent wind component and the C2 filtering
method for the winter case and the summer case, respectively.
It can be shown from the results based on the full winds that
the flux signals dramatically decrease with height. However,
after updating all the flux computations with using only the
divergent wind components, the abovementioned decreasing
feature has been largely reduced. Moreover, the C1 and C2
filtering methods proposed in the current article also appear
to further weaken the tendency of those decreasing behaviors
with height.

It should be kept in mind that the assumption of the
dominance by the upward-only gravity wave propagation
may not be valid in the troposphere, unlike what is often
applied in the middle atmosphere by many gravity wave pa-
rameterization schemes (Plougonven et al. 2020). For exam-
ple, the tropopause is often considered as a (partial) reflec-
tor for wave propagation (Lindzen and Tung 1976; Lane
and Zhang 2011). Besides, downward-propagating gravity
waves are also known to occur in the vicinity of unbalanced
upper-tropospheric jet streaks (Uccellini and Koch 1987;
Plougonven and Zhang 2014). This may serve as a candi-
date explanation for the abovementioned weak decreasing
behaviors in the troposphere.

e. Sensitivity of flux comparison among datasets
to regridding

Tests have also been performed in order to further un-
derstand the effects of model resolution. For better compar-
ison, high-resolution global datasets are interpolated to the
same horizontal grid before the analysis. With this proce-
dure, three additional groups of regridded datasets are gen-
erated, including:

(i) 9kmEC_18km: the 9-km ECMWF IFS experiment inter-
polated to the same horizontal grid of the 18-km ECMWF
IFS experiment;

(ii) 9kmEC_30km: the 9-km ECMWF IFS experiment inter-
polated to the same horizontal grid of the 30-km ERA5
dataset;

(iii) 18kmEC_30km: the 18-km ECMWF IFS experiment inter-
polated to the same horizontal grid of the 30-km ERA5
dataset.

Take the stratospheric zonal momentum flux global dis-
tributions as an example, Figs. S7 and S8 demonstrates their
comparison among the three un-regridded datasets (top
three panels) and the abovementioned three regridded
datasets (lower three panels) for the winter case and the
summer case, respectively. Furthermore, Figs. S9 and S10
also illustrate the comparison of the zonally averaged direc-
tional fluxes in the stratosphere and in the troposphere, re-
spectively. Based on those analyses, the additional compu-
tations continue to support the statement that stronger
stratospheric fluxes are found in the ECMWF forecast with
finer resolution, and that ERA5 datasets have the weakest
signals in general, regardless of whether regridding is ap-
plied. To be more specific, Fig. S9 illustrates that the re-
gridded flux distribution from 9kmEC_18km is almost
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identical to the un-regridded counterpart. Further coarsen-
ing the datasets to 9kmEC_30km appears to result in a very
minor decrease in the flux signals, but they are still stronger
than the 18-km ECMWF IFS experiment and the 30-km
ERA5 datasets. In addition to that, no apparent difference
is found between the 18kmEC_30km and its un-regridded
counterpart. Similar comparison between regridded datasets
and their un-regridded counterparts is also identified in the
troposphere.
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